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Abstract 

So far, many studies on economic structure have been proposed, Studies on the relationship between 

demographics and communication economics basically consider changes in age structure, leading to changes in 

saving and investment capacity. In Miyazawa's demographic-economic model, the focus has been on quantifying 

the relationship of final consumer groups and corresponding income groups. This study tries to establish the 

relationship between age and output and income. This study tries an attempt to extended Miyazawa’s model 

which gross capital formation at columns and operating surplus at rows. That means the input – output system 

was not only extended aging group at consumption of employees at rows and final household consumption at 

columns, but alsoadd to gross capital formation at columns and total income of producers (operating surplus and 

exogenous income) at rows. In this system, it is allowed to consider changing population structure which not 

only affects economy through saving or investment but also the structure of final consumption by age also 

spreads to output and income. So, in this research is not only this related inter-sartorial at first-time distribution 

for considering but also the impact of demographic to economic activities and re-distribution income follow by 

type of aging group. 
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1. Introduction 

The attempt to find an interaction between population and economy seems to be the goal of economic 

researchers; typical classical economists interested in the demographic-economic relationship are TR Malthus 

(1766 -1834)1, Adam Smith (1723 - 1790) and David Ricardo (1772 - 1823). However, their theory is rarely 

expressed in the form of mathematical expressions. 

Coale& Edgar M. Hoover (1958) argued that structural change of the number leads to changes in the structure of 

the economy through savings and investment, from changes in population structure can leading to economic 

growth and it is considered a demographic gift. David Bloom and Jeffrey Williamson (1997), Ahlburg, Dennis A 

(1987) and Barro, Robert J. (1997)found the impact between economic growth and Population Growth in 

development countries. 

Since, Leontief's Input-Output System (IOS) came out into (1936, 1941), it has been further developed and 

expanded in many ways by various researchers. Moreover, including originally inter-regional input-output table 

by Isard (1951), multi-regional input-output model (MRIO) by Chenery (1954) and Moses (1955) and Miller, 

Blair (1985); Social accounting system by Stone (1961) Pyatt and Rose (1977). Demographic – economic model 

was parallel developed with social accounting matrix by Miyazawa (1976) and Madden and Batey (1983), 

Demographic – economic model has been developed by Miyazawa for analyzing the structure of income 

distribution by endogenous consumption expenditures in the standard of Leontief system. It means the Leontief 

                                                        
1
Malthus was an English reverend (1766-1843), who in his book “An Essay on the Principles of Population” 

wrote an argument against his contemporary Mr. Godwin, who believed in unlimited population 

growth. Malthusian population theory warned of the possibility, that while the population grew geometrically, 

food resources grew only in arithmetical proportion, thus creating the conditions for a shortage in the long term 

that would require an adjustment in the birth rate. 

https://www.policonomics.com/malthusian-population-theory
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system was extended by a group of consumption expenditures in column and corresponding group of row 

income. In 2019, Nhung N.H, Thai N.Q, Trinh. B, Phong N.V (2019) applied this model for analyzing on rural 

and urban in Vietnam economic structure. 

There are some research on economic structure based on input – output analysis such as Hussain AliBekhet 

(2009) also used input – output approach in order to decompose of Malaysian production structure and 

calculating output, income, employment multipliers in Malaysian Economy, this author also used input – output 

system for ranking Sectors Changes of the Malaysian economy (2010), B.Trinh, B.Quoc (2017) applied input – 

output system in order to research on industrial Structure, GDP Growth and sustainability of Vietnam, Bui Trinh, 

Kiyoshi Kobayashi, T. D. Vu, P. L.Hoa & Nguyen Viet Phong (2012) also used input – output model for 

forecasting Economic Structure for Vietnam Toward Sustainable Economic Growth in 2020 

This study tries an attempt to extended Miyazawa’s model which investment at columns and operating surplus at 

rows. That means the input – output system was not only extended by type of aging groups at consumption of 

employees at rows and final household consumption at columns, but also gross capital formation at columns and 

total income of producers (operating surplus and exogenous income) at rows. In this system, it is allowed to 

consider changing population structure which not only affects economy through saving or investment but also 

the structure of final consumption by age also spreads to output and income. So, in this research is not only this 

related inter-sartorial at first-time distribution for considering but also the impact of demographic to economic 

activities and re-distribution income follow by type of age group.  

Study was using input - output tables in 2012, 2016 and merging the data sources of input-output system, 

population census and household expenditure surveys for finding the change on impact of demographic to 

economy 

2. Methodology 

This research uses type I and type II of Leontief system.  

Type I of input-output analysis is based on standard equation of Leontief system: 

X = (I – Ad)-1.Yd                  (1) 

In this type, We get power of dispersion and sensitivity of dispersion for output and income matrix that is 

included impacts by factors of final demand. In this case, X is matrix of output that induced by factors of final 

demand, I is unit matrix, Ad is domestic direct input coefficient, Yd is matrix of domestic final demand that 

defined as: 

Yd = Yd(C1,C2, C3, I, G, E)                   (2) 

C1, C2, C3 are final consumption present before working ages, in the working ages, past the working ages 

corresponding, I is vector of gross capital formation, G is vector of Government consumption expenditure, E is 

vector of export. In order to estimate value added induced by a unit of final demand the equation (1) can 

rewritten as below: 

In order to estimate value added induced by a unit of final demand the equation (1) can rewritten as below: 

V = v.X = v.(I – Ad)-1.Yd         (3) 

Where: V is matrix of value added with rows presents type of income and columns are sectors; v is matrix value 

added coefficient, with: vij = Vij/Xj 

And: 

X ÷ Yd present impacts of factors of final demand to output 

V ÷ Yd presents impacts of factors of final demand to value added 

Here: ÷ shows scalar division 

The equation (2) shows induced impacts of each factor of final demand to components of value added, for 

example, it can measure how much final consumption of type of ages induce to components of value added. This 

shows that the structure of age does not only affect the economy from changes in savings / investment but also 

depends on the final consumption factor of each type of age spreading to the production and income. 

Type II is an expansion Leontief system and Miyazawa model. The study considers the following systems: 

A.X + c1.T1 +ci.Ti +…+cn.Cn+ k.Tc+ E  = X              (4) 

vi . X + V’i + V’’i+ V’’’I + V’’’’i   = Ti                  (5) 
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vc.X + V’c      = Tc                  (6) 

Where:vi.X = Vi;vc.X = Vc; i = (1,n) is number of type aging groups 

Viand Vc are production income of labor and capital corresponding, X is an vector of output;  

And: 

A is matrix of direct input coefficients;  

V’i (i = 1,n) is exogenous income of aging group i that receipted by other aging groups 

V’’i (i = 1,n) is exogenous income of aging group i that receipted by transferring of Government institutional 

V’’’i (i = 1,n) is exogenous income of aging group i that receipted by production sector 

V’’’’i (i = 1,n) is exogenous income of aging group i that receipted by transferring from abroad. 

Ti is total income of aging group i, Tc is total income on capital, it includes share of capital (vc.X) and capital 

transfer (V’c), 

c1, cn are coefficients vectors of final household consumption of household by aging group ith, household 

consumption of product i (Ci(i)) defined as below: 

ci(i) = Ci(i) / Ti(i)              (7) 

k is a vector coefficient of gross capital formation (K), that element ki was defined: 

ki(i)= Ki/Tc(i)              (8) 

Tc is total income on capital (including operating surplus and capital transfer income),  

Put:  

B = 
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(9) 

The equation system (1), (2), (3),(4),(5) and (6) can be rewritten in a matrix form like standard Leontief equation 

with endogenous and exogenous variables of incomes and expenditures and we have: 
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Where I is an unit matrix, θ = V’i + V’’i+ V’’’I + V’’’’i 

And Put: L= (I – B)-1 

L= (I – B)-1= 
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L is computed based on Sonis and Hewings work (1993) where: 
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LA is called enlarged Leontief inverse matrix. It includes multiplier effects (I – A)-1 and induced feedback effects 

by LCi, and Lk. To be explicit, we have: 

LA = (I – A – ci.Ti - k.Tc)                (12) 

LVi, and Lkare income multipliers that spillover effects caused by final consumption and gross capital formation, 

we have: 

M(LVi, Lk) = M(Vi,Vc)L
A                  (13) 

Applying Miyazawa explained matrix, we have: 

M(Lci,Lk)= (I – A)-1.M(ci,k).H = LA. M(ci,k)                 (14) 

With: M (ci,k) is sub-matrix of extended matrix B and M(Lc1,Lc2,Lc3,Lk) is sub- matrix of matrix L. The number 

of row of this matrix is equal to the number of sectoral of the input-output table, and its number of column is the 

additional numbers of row as of Leontief extended matrix. 

H is an enlarged matrix of Miyazawa interrelation income multipliers. This means exogenous income induced 

impact on redistribution of income. It causes spillover effects to production through household consumption by 

age, since we have:  

H = I + M(V1i, VC). LA.M(ci,k).      (15) 

It implies that final expenditure stimulates income outside of production 

So, Formula (10) can be rewritten: 

L = 
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3. Conclusion 

With the above arguments, it is hoped to find new conclusions: With the same input conditions, it is hoped that 

the output of this extension model can obtain "non-linear" results, depending on belonging to 

"integrated"relations. This research question is being applied to Vietnam's economy data and new search results 

will be presented in a subsequent article. 

We hope that in the future, it will present some findings based on the proposed model with data based on the use 

of input tables - outputs for 2012, 2016 and consolidation of system data sources. input, census and household 

expenditure survey in Vietnam. Hopefully there will be "non-linear" results, which are not linear and relations 

have been "integrated". 
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